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Abstract
E-Health is a domain which refers to the use of modern information and communication technologies to provide citizens with health services and information.
In the e-Heath particular attention is paid to users’ privacy. Patient data must be
protected from a disclosure to unauthorized third parties, especially in the face of
the progress in genetic research, where obtaining health data related to one user
may lead to deduction about the health of the user’s relatives. The paper presents
a solution for anonymous access of IT services and its application to an e-Health
counseling scenario.

1 Introduction
Recently we have proposed two untraceability protocols (further distinguished as Protocol I and Protocol II) dedicated to mobile agents environments [1, 2]. After investigation of security and performance of the protocols [1, 3] we implemented a mobile
agent based e-Health counseling service which takes advantage of Protocol I. This
implementation served us as a feasibility study of applying untraceable agents to a
medical application. This article describes results of this work.

1.1 Anonymity
Anonymity is the property that ensures that a user may use a resource or a service (the
items of interest) without disclosing his/her identity [4]. Untraceability is a subclass of
communication anonymity [5] assuring that the identity can not be inferred by tracing
a message.
Anonymity plays a crucial role for various activities conducted in the Internet. For
example users may stay reluctant to engage in web-browsing, message-sending, and
file-sharing, unless they can receive guarantees that their anonymity will be protected to
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Figure 1: An agent architecture: agents operate on the agent platform deployed over
multiple containers. Containers are installed on hosts.
some reasonable degree [6]. Gulcu et al [7] describe four categories of internet applications where anonymity is required1 : discussion of sensitive and personal issues, information searches, freedom of speech in intolerant environments and polling/surveying.
The demand for users anonymity grew even more with the advent of the e-Health
domain, where any unauthorized possession of personal data could give one an occasion for conducting misdemeanors (e.g. hindering employment of people with addiction or mental problems occurred in their past; or increasing insurance rates for people
with higher morbidity). Thus in many cases providing anonymous access to e-Health
services became crucial. One of such services is the e-Health counseling service [8],
which is in the scope of this article.

1.2 Software agents
According to the definition based on etymology of the word agent (the term agere
means: to set in motion, drive, lead, conduct, act, do [9, 10]) a software agent is a
software entity able to act. Then we distinguish between particular types of agents
by means of adjectives which describe properties of agents (e.g. autonomous – able
to exercise control over their own actions or mobile – able to roam networks freely).
These adjectives were combined from the Franklin’s and Graesser’s [11]; and Murch’s
and Johnson’s [12] classifications.
Software agent technologies offer a natural extension of component based approaches – where the static components are replaced by the agents. The agents, depending on their complexity, can expose different levels of autonomy and ,,intelligence” what makes them similar to humans. This gives place to a new approach to
software development, in which applications are constructed based on abstractions of
elements of the real world [13, 14].
The conventional software applications (desktop programs, applets, servlets etc) are
unable to autonomously change their location from one computer to another. To allow
this functionality, an additional support must be provided. In case of mobile agents
this is done by introducing agent platforms – a middleware installed on an operating
system. The agent platforms are system independent and can be deployed on various
computer architectures (personal computers, mobile devices, diverse operating systems
etc). Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental components of agent architecture.
After the evaluation of nine FIPA [15] compliant agent platforms [16] we chose
the Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE) [17] as a middleware for our experiments. JADE fully implements the FIPA communication model along with its func1 This

is important to note that the authors don’t claim this set to be exhaustive.
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tional components; and offers various additional features such as a Yellow Pages service or support for agents’ mobility. JADE can be flexibly extended by means of JADE
add-ons (see the next section) [18].

2

The Protocols

We proposed an untraceability protocol for mobile agents – Protocol I and investigated
its security [1, 2]. The study showed that the protocol, while having the advantage of
being effective, was prone to the costly, nonetheless possible to perform – cordoning-off
attack – i.e. the attack in which an attacker compromises all containers surrounding the
source one [1, 2]. Then we introduced Protocol II which eliminates this vulnerability at
the cost of putting more computation workload on the source container and restricting
agent autonomy at the beginning of its route. Hereby we gave choice to the users:
they can use more effective but slightly less secure Protocol I, or choose Protocol II, to
receive stronger protection.
Protocol I was implemented following practices of extending JADE [18]. The recommendations say that the framework may be flexibly (new functionalities can be easily added and removed) and transparently (adding a new feature does not affect the
applications which do not use it) extended by means of add-ons [18]. This implementation gave the foundation for the performance tests (described in the next paragraph)
and was used to the realization of anonymous e-Health service presented in this paper.
The analysis of performance of the protocols comprised two parts: analytical and
empirical [3]. The first part, focusing on time complexity of standard and untraceable
agents, resulted in analytical formulae estimating the overhead brought in by untraceability. The empirical part involved proposing and implementing a benchmark architecture and running a series of tests in order to obtain performance characteristics of
traceable and untraceable (utilizing Protocol I) agents. The empirical results confirmed
the analytical estimates and provided more concrete data related to Java enabled agent
platforms. The studies showed that untraceability cost would be twice as much as the
cost without untraceability, if all mobile agents in the environment were replaced by
untraceable agents. But since real agent applications are composed of both, traceable
and untraceable agents, the resulting total overhead would be relatively small (for instance, reaches the level of 1,92% according to the experiments described in [3]).
Comparing to other solutions [19, 20], the advantage of the protocols is that they
support agent’s autonomy in choosing the migration path [1, 2]. In the sequel we
present the description of Protocol II. The specification and the details of Protocol I
can be found in [1, 2],

2.1 Assumptions
A.1. It is assumed that an agent platform guarantees that third parties (other agents,
users) are not informed about the presence of other agents if the latter do not
want to do so. It means that it is impossible to introduce any agents aiming at
observing and following other agents.
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A.2. It is also assumed that each container is well isolated, so it is impossible to learn
its state from outside.
A.3. Each container owns an individual symmetric key and a private asymmetric key.
A.4. A container must also have access to all needed public keys of other containers.2
A.5. Each container stores the identifier of the previous container visited by an agent
until the agent leaves out.
A.6. This identifier is available to the agent.

2.2 Protocol II
Protocol II was designed as an extension of Protocol I to make it resistant to the
cordoning-off attack, i.e. the attack against the anonymity of an agent source container
which during the security analysis (described in [1, 2]) was recognized as effective. In
the protocol, the source container arbitrarily chooses a particular number of platforms
which the agent has to visit initially and creates the list of their encrypted identifiers.
This serves as the initial route letting the agent to obfuscate its source address. After
leaving this initial route, the agent is free to make decisions about which platforms to
visit next. It autonomously roams the network to achieve its goal and after succeeding
returns to the last container of the initial route. Then, to come back to its source container, it must follow the initial route in the reverse order. In Protocol II, only the last
container of the route knows the destination address but it is not able to recognize the
source address. The first container knows the source address but without the knowledge
of being the first in the route (it could be just another container on the route).
The protocol is presented in pseudocode (Listing 1). The variables m and i are used
only to illustrate subsequent steps of the algorithm and are not stored explicitly in the
agent state.
Listing 1: The Protocol II pseudo-code.
// Preparations
1. The agent’s base container defines the initial route of an arbitrary length i: AC2 , AC3 ,
. . . ACi+1
2. The container encrypts the route into the string – K2 (ID3 , H(ID1 , ID2 , ID3) , N2 ), K3 (ID4 ,
H(ID2 , ID3 , ID4 ), N3 ), . . . , Ki (IDi+1 , H(IDi−1 , IDi , IDi+1 ), Ni ) using the public keys K2 , K3 ,
. . . , Ki of the chosen platforms, and stores it into the agent’s state
3. The container produces the return route string Ki+1 (IDi , H(IDi+1 , IDi ), N’i+1 ), Ki (IDi−1 ,
H(IDi+1 , IDi , IDi−1) , N’i ), . . . , K2 (ID1 , H(ID3 , ID2 , ID1 ), N’2 ) using the public keys K2 , K3 ,
. . . , Ki+1 , and stores it into the agent’s state
4. The container encrypts the agent’s goal G using the public key Ki+1 of the last container
ACi+1 on the initial route, obtaining Ki+1 (G), and stores it into the agent’s state
// Following the initial route
5. m=2
6. The agent moves to the container ACm
7. If the string of encrypted container identifiers is empty go to 14 // at the same time it means
that the agent reached the last container on its initial route (and m=i+1 at the moment)
2 However,

the actual implementation of the key management is out of scope of this article.
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8. The container ACm decrypts the dedicated part of the string of encrypted container identifiers Km (IDm+1 , H(IDm−1 , IDm , IDm+1 ), Nm ) obtaining the identifier of the succeeding
container IDm+1 , the nonce and the hash value H(IDm−1 , IDm , IDm+1 )
9. The container verifies the hash value H(IDm−1 , IDm , IDm+1 )
10. If the verification fails go to 31
11. The container removes the Km (IDm+1 , H(IDm−1 , IDm , IDm+1 ),Nm ) entry from the string of
encrypted container identifiers
12. m=m+1
13. Go to 6
14. The container ACm , where m=i+1 at the moment, decrypts Km (G) to unhide the agent’s
goal
15. The identifier IDi+1 of the container ACi+1 is stated explicitly in the agent’s state
// Autonomous migration to achieve the goal
16. The agent migrates autonomously from one to another agent container to achieve its goal
G
17. The agent decides to return to its base container
// Returning to the base container
18. The agent moves back to ACi+1
19. The identifier IDi+1 of the container ACi+1 is removed from the agent’s state
20. The container ACi+1 decrypts the dedicated part of the string of encrypted container identifiers Ki+1 (IDi , H(IDi+1 , IDi ), N’i+1 ) obtaining the identifier of the proceeding container IDi ,
the hash value H(IDi+1 , IDi ) and the nonce
21. The container verifies the hash value H(IDi+1 , IDi )
22. If the verification fails go to 31
23. m=m-1
24. The agent moves to the container ACm
25. If the string of encrypted container identifiers is empty then finish() // at the same time it
means that the agent reached its base container (and m=1 at the moment)
26. The container ACm decrypts the dedicated part of the string of encrypted container identifiers Km (IDm−1 , H(IDm+1 , IDm , IDm−1 ), N’m ) obtaining the identifier of the proceeding
container IDm−1 , the nonce and the hash value H(IDm+1 , IDm , IDm−1 )
27. The container verifies the hash value H(IDm+1 , IDm , IDm−1 )
28. If the verification fails go to 31
29. The container removes the Km (IDm−1 , H(IDm+1 , IDm , IDm−1 ), N’m ) entry from the string
of encrypted container identifiers
30. Go to 23
// The verification of has value has failed
31. Perform the emergency scenario
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Applying the untraceability to e-Health service

After we had studied the security and the performance of the protocols [1] we wanted
to investigate their applicability to real IT services. Since e-Health is one of the IT
areas where user anonymity is in strong demand, we decided to develop an anonymous
medical service. Finally our choice was the anonymous e-Health counseling service,
which as belonging to the large group of knowledge management based services, has
this advantage that the solutions designed for it can be simply adapted to other services
belonging to the group.
5

3.1 The e-Health counseling scenario
The e-Health counseling service embraces all functionalities and activities necessary
to provide a user with a comprehensive medical, pharmaceutical, and dietetical knowledge related to the user’s health problem. The sample scenario of accessing the service
looks as the following:
John would like to obtain a comprehensive information about embarrassing symptoms which
he thinks are related to some disease. Since the subject is subtle, he would like to obtain this
information anonymously so nobody could trace the author of the question.
He would like to have the description of the disease given by different doctors, from different
medical environments. Moreover the knowledge must be supported by direct citations from biomedical journals. He would like to be presented with adequate medicines and their generics with
an account of prices. He wants this information to be accompanied with some diets helping with
faster removal of the symptoms. With food products and their prices and delivery information.
John accesses the anonymous e-Health counseling service using his PC; and he is asked
for a description of the symptoms. He fills up the form and is informed that soon, depending on
availability of health professionals, he will receive the information. System informs that he will be
notified about availability of the results by the message sent to his mobile phone.

Receive User Query
Get Disease Info
Process Results

Find Drugs

Propose Diets
Find Food Products

Present Results

Figure 2: The UML activity diagram of health counseling scenario
We have identified the primary actions which will occur in the realization of the
scenario (see Fig. 2):
• Receive User Query – obtaining the description of symptoms of the health problem from a user;
• Get Disease Info – communication with different knowledge sources in order
to accumulate complete information about the health problem (e.g. a detailed
description of the disease, a list of cures for the disease etc); this information
may contain redundancies and inconsistencies;
• Process Results – removing the redundancies and the inconsistencies from the
information to make the information substantial;
• Propose Diets – preparing (or retrieving – if they are already in the system) the
most appropriate diets supporting the treatment for the disease;
6

• Find Food Products – searching for comprehensive information about food products related to the proposed diets;
• Find Drugs – retrieving data about the medicines presented during the Get Disease Info process;
• Present Results – notifying the user about the availability of the results and presenting them to the user.
All of these actions must be performed in the manner endorsing the privacy policy,
so nobody would be able to infer the identity of the author of the query.

3.2 The design
The e-Health counseling service represents an ample group of IT services where in
order to retrieve a complete information many distributed information sources must be
accessed. The unique characteristics of mobile agents, related to their mobility, make
them an ideal tool for realization of such services.
Typically, without an application support the instantiation of the scenario would be
as the presented in Figure 3a. A user would have to access each site containing any useful knowledge and when visiting a site, to make notes for later comparison. The whole
process would be time-consuming and requiring active (and patient) participation of
the user. Employing a client-server application would improve this situation through
delegating the data-mining tasks to the IT system (see Fig. 3b). But not until mobile
agents are introduced, the case is resolved optimally. The agents allow to decentralize
the execution of data retrieval and processing; and to distribute it between all participants (Fig. 3c), so an overload of particular nodes, characteristic for most centralized
schemas, will be avoided.
The mobile agent technology helped us also in addressing another issue facing
the designers of knowledge access-based services – the problem of incoherence of
internal data representation among knowledge sources integrated in the system. For
users participating in the first schema it does not raise a problem, they visit all sites,
one after another, and simply read the data – no matter what is the actual format of data,
whether it is a raw HTML, dynamic scripts or binaries or document scans. But for the
computer system it is much more difficult. The additional functionality related to the
data transformation must be included which arises new questions: where to include this
functionality? – put it all to the mediator who will be responsible for all transformations
– or to distribute parts of the functionality to each participant of the scenario?; what
common data representation to choose for the metalanguage of all transformations?
With mobile agents technology we could apply the (inherent in agents) decentralized deployment of transformation functionality (Fig. 3c), so each participant takes
a part of transformation work and is responsible for providing the proper knowledge
(Figure 4). (Practically this functionality could be implemented as intermediate agent
able to communicate in two languages: the common agent communication language
[such as FIPA ACL [15]]; and the language [data representation] intrinsic to knowledge source.) The mobile agents provided also the common knowledge representation
through the ontologies and content definition languages [15].
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Figure 3: Knowledge access schemas: a) basic: a user individually accesses all knowledge sources, b) mediator based: the (3a) task was delegated to a software mediator, c)
mobile agent based: a mobile agent visits all subsequent locations.
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refers to the part of mobile agent based schema which in Figure 3c is surrounded by a
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Figure 5: Design of the e-Health counseling service: each user is represented by a
Virtual Ego (VE) and can contact it using a Support Agent (SA). For obtaining and
processing the knowledge the Knowledge Discovery Agents (KDA) and the Information Agents (IA) are responsible.
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Input:
<query> – the query of the user, it may be for example a health problem description, a
medicine name or a dietetic question
<service> – the name of a particular service responsible for providing context-specific
response for the <query>
Output:
<answer> – the consistent and essential answer for the user’s <query>
Steps:
1. User contacts its Virtual Ego through Support Agent
2. Virtual Ego arrives to the User’s container and receives the <query> from the User
3. Virtual Ego queries the Directory Facilitator for Virtual Egos of <service> providers
4. User selects the <service> providers according to his/her preferences
5. Virtual Ego leaves the container and using Untraceability Protocol II migrates to the containers where Virtual Egos of <service> providers are located
6. On each of the containers user’s Virtual Ego contacts <service> provider’s Virtual Ego of
to obtain <answer> for the <query>
7. After gathering all <answers> Virtual Ego contacts Knowledge Discovery Agent to process
the <answers> 3 to obtain one consistent <answer>

Figure 6: The QSA template. To receive an output value in the <answer> variable, the
input variables (the <query> and the <service>) should be assigned with particular
query and service instances.
Finally we brought in the following conventions (Fig. 5): each user (a patient, a
physician, a pharmacist etc) is represented in the e-Health Agent Platform by a Virtual
Ego – the software agent permanently present in the system. Information Agents are
responsible for providing a requested information from knowledge sources in the unified manner. Support Agents intermediate between users and the system, providing the
user interface. The Knowledge Discovery Agents are responsible for extracting any
essential knowledge from databases; and eliminating redundancies of information.

3.3 The implementation
The implementation of the service was based on the reusable Query-Service-Answer
(QSA) schema of information retrieval, which we designed specially for this purpose.
The schema was notated into a template (Fig. 6) which facilitates tracking the information flows from the input to the output, and the actors involved in the information retrieval (indicated by underlined nouns). The simplified activity diagram of full
anonymous health counseling scenario based on QSA schema is presented on Figure
7.
Based on the schema we implemented the medical service in which the user (later
called: the patient) can consult his health problem with doctors supported by pharmaceutical and dietetic knowledge. All users (both the service users and providers) are
represented by their Virtual Egos which exist permanently in the agent platform. Users
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<health_problem_description> <eHealthCounselling>

<diagnosis> <ePharmacies>
<dietetic_requirements> <eNutrition>
<food_products> <eFoodSuppliers>

Figure 7: The QSA schema based actions in implementation of the health counseling
scenario. Each action represents the use of QSA schema. Instead of action names, the
schema input values (subsequently: a <query> and a <service>) are used.

Dr John SA dr John VE

Dr
Dave

2

AC 2

SA dr Dave VE

1 Mary

AC 3

VE

3
SA
AC 1
Mary

4

5
IA KDA
AC 5

IA KDA
AC 4
Diets DB

Drugs
DB
Legend:

Untraceable Mobile
Agent

Software
Agent

Figure 8: The implemented e-Health counseling service utilizing mobile agents. The
patient presents the description of his/her health problem and the untraceable Virtual Ego migrates through subsequent agent containers in order to gather the relevant
knowledge.
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contact the Virtual Egos with the aid of Support Agents. The Support Agents can be
activated from any agent enabled architecture (currently a PC, but since lightweight
JADE platform – JADE Leap – is available, in the future this might be done from a
mobile phone, a hand-held device etc). The patient describe his/her case and the description is passed to the Virtual Ego which arrived at the user device. Then the Virtual
Ego visits containers of doctors and presents the description to the doctors’ Virtual
Egos. After the doctors gave their counsels the patient’s Virtual Ego moves further
to contact Knowledge Agents in order to accompany the advices with domain-specific
information (dietetic and pharmaceutical). After completing the data, the Virtual Ego
returns to the patient’s container to present the full counsel. The Figure 8 illustrates
this schema.
To protect anonymity of the user, the Virtual Ego was implemented as an untraceable agent utilizing Protocol I. For this we had to simply extend the previously written
UntraceableAgent class, which encompasses all untraceability functions for agent; and
to activate our untraceability service (a JADE add-on – see Section 2) on all the containers likely to be visited by Virtual Egos. An interested reader can also look to [3] –
for further information.

3.4 Results
During the implementation we encountered two major issues. The first is related to
the technical limitations of current realization of the JADE agent platform which disallowed us to set up the environments with high numbers of agents4 . We could launch
one container with no more than around 1300 agents before receiving an error related
to the memory outage. This number yet decreased when installing more containers.
For the environment with 60 containers the error occurred with the initialization of the
212th agent. To make sure that the problem is not related to operational system we
investigated it on Windows XP and the Debian distribution of Linux – with the same
results on both platforms.
The second issue was related to the fact the JADE Agent Management service does
not provide the ID of the previous container when an agent arrives to the new one.
This information is crucial for proper implementation of Protocol I (the assumptions
A.5 and A.6, see Section 2.1, are not satisfied). Thus we had to incorporate the necessary functionality into agents. This means that an untraceable agent has to carry the
identifier of the previous container itself. Unfortunately, this induces a possibility of
a new attack. An attacker able to intercept the untraceable agent can replace the container identifier, so the agent will visit the attacker’s malicious container on its way
back (Fig. 9). This could be avoided if we introduced a secure (inaccessible for the
attacker) inter-container communication channel. We think to implement such channel
in the future. We plan to underpin the secrecy of the channel with the aid of hardware
Trusted Computing Module [21, 22].
Although the impossibility of obtaining the ID of a preceding container in JADE
brought in a vulnerability to the implementation of Protocol I, this is not the obstacle
4 We performed our tests on the Intel°Pentium
R
R
°4,
3 GHz, 1.5 GB RAM station equipped with JavaTM 2
Runtime Environment, Standard Edition (build 1.4.2 01-b06), Java HotSpotTM Client VM (build 1.4.2 01b06, mixed mode) – which were run with default settings.
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Figure 9: The Agent Container ID replacement attack causing that the agent has to visit
the attacker’s malicious platform on its way back.
preventing a realization of the anonymous counseling service. Especially because we
have already proposed a solution to deal with this limitation.
However the problem with deploying larger agent environments appears to be serious. Real e-Health systems will be much more complex than the study which we
performed. They will serve hundreds of thousands if not millions of users, which will
require presence of thousands, millions of agents. And after the experience with the
feasibility study we have to admit that at the current stage of JADE development 5 the
platform is not ready for bearing such large environments. Thus we look forward to
the new release of JADE which will deal with the limitation.
On the other hand the experiment showed that our agent based approach is adequate
for implementation of complex knowledge processing related scenarios (since the majority of medical services is based on the same same schema – in order to acquire a
complete and essential information, various information sources must be accessed –
the proposal we made for the counseling service might be applied to other medical services). The FIPA-compliant JADE middleware provides a homogeneous infrastructure
for knowledge management with the common knowledge representation (agent content languages and ontologies) and the knowledge interchange protocols. Moreover
JADE as a service-focused environment supports flexibility and scalability of applications built on its base – an introduction of a new functionality does not require any code
modification, instead a new agent is added to the environment and its functionality is
announced in the services directory.
Furthermore the decentralized knowledge access schema based on mobile agents
exposes several advantages over the traditional mediator-centric approaches. Implementing the schema will prevent overloading arbitrary nodes because the knowledge
processing workload described in Section 3.2 will be equally deployed between all
system functional components. It will also reduce the knowledge translation related
complexity of nodes since each node will have to implement only the functionality of
translation between the internal language and the common language. Finally, the re5 This is worth to remind that despite the fact that the first fully-functional release of JADE was published
few years ago, the development is still being conducted and new, improved versions are released.
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duction of nodes’ complexity and the balanced workload deployment should result in
better performance of the whole platform; and the decentralization will prevent from
several Denial of Service attacks, at least making them more difficult to perform.
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Conclusions

We have presented our solution for anonymous access of IT services and the anonymous e-Health counseling service which takes advantage of the solution.
The results of the experiment showed that for the current state of the JADE development, an agent based implementation of complex medical system providing services
such as the anonymous e-Health counseling to large societies of users, appears to be
infeasible. For the moment, JADE (which anyway, according to our study [see [16]],
seems to be the best of open source agent environments) allows one only to set up
environments with the limited number of agents.
On the other hand, despite that we are not able to implement a complex agent
based e-Health platform because of the JADE limitations, the experiment proved that
the agent based approach fits well implementation of knowledge processing services,
offering great flexibility, scalability and reach support for knowledge processing and
representation.
We have also showed feasibility of the realization of anonymous e-Health counseling scenario based on our untraceability protocol. Moreover with the help of the study
we could track discrepancies between the theoretical specification of the protocol and
its actual realization in the real environment. These discrepancies stem from the fact
that in reality not all assumptions stated for the protocols are satisfied; and (as in our
case) in consequence may result in reduction of security of the protocol. During the
investigation we found such a bottleneck entailing vulnerability to insertion attacks.
We have proposed a solution to avoid these attacks, which we are going to implement
in the future.
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